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The influence of waves on the tidal kinetic energy

resource at a tidal stream energy site.
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Abstract

Successful deployment of tidal energy converters relies on access to accurate

and high resolution numerical assessments of available tidal stream power.

However, since suitable tidal stream sites are located in relatively shal-

low waters of the continental shelf where tidal currents are enhanced, tidal

energy converters may experience effects of wind-generated surface-gravity

waves. Waves may thus influence tidal currents, and associated kinetic en-

ergy, through two non-linear processes: the interaction of wave and current

bottom boundary layers, and the generation of wave-induced currents. Here,

we develop a three-dimensional tidal circulation model coupled with a phase-

averaged wave model to quantify the impact of the waves on the tidal kinetic

energy resource of the Fromveur Strait (western Brittany) - a region that has

been identified with strong potential for tidal array development. Numerical

results are compared with in-situ observations of wave parameters (significant
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wave height, peak period and mean wave direction) and current amplitude

and direction 10 m above the seabed (the assumed technology hub height

for this region). The introduction of waves is found to improve predictions

of tidal stream power at 10 m above the seabed at the measurement site in

the Strait, reducing kinetic energy by up to 9 % during storm conditions.

Synoptic effects of wave radiation stresses and enhanced bottom friction are

more specifically identified at the scale of the Strait. Waves contribute to a

slight increase in the spatial gradient of available mean tidal stream potential

between the north-western area and the south-eastern part of the Strait. At

the scale of the region within the Strait that has been identified for tidal

stream array development, the available mean spring tidal stream potential

is furthermore reduced by 12 % during extreme waves conditions. Isolated

effects of wave radiation stresses and enhanced bottom friction lead to a re-

duction in spring tidal potential of 7.8 and 5.3 %, respectively. It is therefore

suggested that models used for tidal resource assessment consider the effect

of waves in appropriately wave-exposed regions.

Keywords: marine renewable energy, TELEMAC 3D, TOMAWAC,

unstructured grid, wave-current interaction, Sea of Iroise

1. Introduction

Among the different sources of marine renewable energy, the kinetic power

of tidal currents has, because of its astronomical origin, the major advantages

of being predictable. In addition to their predictability, tidal stream devices,

which generally take the form of horizontal axis turbines [1], have the advan-

tage of a reduced visual impact which is helpful for public acceptance, partic-
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ularly by coastal users and communities. Tidal stream technologies are thus

developing very rapidly with several projects in the process of pre-commercial

full-scale testing, including the twin rotor SeaGen device in Strangford Lough

(Northern Ireland), the Andritz Hydro turbine off Kvalsund (Norway), the

OpenHydro turbines off Paimpol-Bréhat (France), or the Sabella device near

the isle of Ushant (France) [2]. Successful device deployment relies however

on access to accurate and refined assessments of available tidal stream power.

Numerical modelling tools are most of the time retained for the site selec-

tion process at the scale of continental shelves [3, 4] or locations identified

for array implementation [5, 6, 7, 8]. However, whereas model predictions

provide developers with key information for optimizing design and imple-

mentation of tidal energy converters [9], influences of meteorological forcings

such as wind-generated surface-gravity waves on available tidal stream power

are rarely considered in such studies.

Waves may however significantly impact tidal currents [10] and associated

kinetic energy through two well-known major non-linear processes: interac-

tion of wave and current bottom boundary layers [11], and the generation of

wave-driven currents [12]. An increase in the apparent bottom friction felt

by currents above the wave boundary layer may thus lead to a significant re-

duction of near-bottom velocity by up to 20 % during storm events [13]. The

additional forcing of waves in regions of wave breaking creates radiation stress

gradients, which may drive strong currents and modulate tidal circulations

[14]. As tidal power density varies with the cube of velocity, more significant

effects are expected on available tidal kinetic energy. Taking into account the

variability of wave power over exposed continental shelves [15, 16, 17], waves
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may finally significantly affect variability and predictability of tidal stream

power.

Nevertheless, whereas numerous numerical investigations have focused on

the effects of waves on near-bottom tidal currents to improve predictions of

hydrodynamic components and associated transport of sediment, tempera-

ture and salinity [18, 19, 20], little effort has been devoted to wave-induced

variations of available tidal kinetic energy resource. In the field of marine re-

newable energy, much more effort has been invested in characterising fatigue

and loading induced by waves upon devices, focusing on potential failure

and reduced performance [21, 22, 23, 24] or investigating the effect of tidal

currents on wave power [25, 26, 27]. The only major studies on this topic

have been conducted by Lewis et al. [28] and Hashemi et al. [29]. Neverthe-

less, whereas Lewis et al. [28] exhibited a reduction of the theoretical tidal

resource by 10 % for every metre increase in wave height, their numerical

investigation was applied to an idealized headland case study, parameterised

by the typical tide and wave conditions expected at tidal stream energy sites.

A real application was performed by Hashemi et al. [29] to the planned tidal

stream array off the north-western coast of Anglesey (UK) exhibiting a reduc-

tion in tidal stream power by 20 % for extreme winter waves. But predictions

were established relying on depth-averaged circulation models, neglecting the

complex three-dimensional (3D) tidal circulation associated with tidal flow

separation in the wake of islands [30]. While models’ performances were as-

sessed against in-situ observations, improvements of numerical predictions

reached by the integration of waves effects were disregarded.

The present study extends numerical investigations of waves effects on
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available tidal kinetic energy relying on (1) a 3D tidal circulation model ap-

plied to a real planned tidal stream array, and (2) in-situ observations of

hydrodynamic components. A method is proposed for the coupling between

a 3D circulation model and a phase-averaged wave model focusing on isolated

or combined effects of wave radiation stresses and enhanced bottom friction.

Numerical results are compared with in-situ measurements, which confirms

improved performances in predictions of tidal stream power by the integra-

tion of waves effects. Besides an evaluation of this numerical method of

broader interest for applications in wave-exposed regions, the present inves-

tigation quantifies the temporal and spatial effects of waves on tidal kinetic

energy providing a first detailed analysis of the complex interactions between

tidal currents, waves-driven circulation and modified bottom friction. These

results promote finally the inclusion of waves effects for a refined assessment

of the variability of tidal stream power in locations identified for array im-

plementation.

The site of application is the Fromveur Strait off western Brittany (Fig.

1) considered, after the Alderney Race in the English Channel, to be the sec-

ond largest French tidal stream resource, with a potential power estimated

between 300 and 500 MW (section 2.1). Models predictions are evaluated

against available observations of wave parameters (significant wave height,

peak period and mean wave direction) and current amplitude and direction

10 m above the seabed (the assumed technology hub height for the region con-

sidered) (section 2.2). The modelling approach is based on a high-resolution

3D circulation model modified for coupling with simulations generated by

a phase-averaged wave model (sections 2.3 and 2.4). The comparison be-
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tween predictions and in-situ observations (section 3.1) exhibits the local

and synoptic effects of waves on available tidal kinetic energy resource over

a spring-neap cycle (section 3.2). A detailed analysis of these predictions

is finally conducted for stationary offshore wave conditions quantifying the

modulations of tidal stream power for both mean and extreme events (section

3.3).

Table 1: Description of wave and current measurement campaigns.

Station Coordinates Water depths Measurement

number Lon. Lat. (m) campaigns

ADCP site 5.036 o W 48.449 o N 53 19/03/1993 → 02/04/1993

Deep wave buoy 4.960 o W 48.290 o N 60 01/11/2012 → 30/11/2012

Shallow wave buoy 5.027 o W 48.428 o N 25 01/11/2012 → 30/11/2012
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Figure 1: Bathymetry of (a) the western extent of Brittany, and (b) the Fromveur Strait

with locations of available measurements points ( for wave buoys, for current meters).

The red line in the Fromveur Strait delimits the region of interest for implementation of

tidal stream devices. Water depth is relative to mean sea level.
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Table 2: Nomenclature.

Symbol Description

d Total water depth (m)

E Directional spectrum of variance density (kg s−1 rd−1)

Fx, Fy Wave induced forces (m s−2)

fω Wave friction factor (-)

g Acceleration due to gravity ( m s−2)

Hs Significant wave height (m)

N Wave action density function (m2 s2 rd−1)

P Tidal stream energy per unit area ( Wm−2)

Sxx, Sxy, Syy, Syx Components of the radiation stress tensor (m3 s−2)

R Pearson’s correlation coefficient (-)

RE Index of agreement (-)

Tp Peak wave period (s)

u Amplitude of the horizontal current component ( m s−1)

Uω Wave bottom orbital velocity ( m s−1)

u∗c Shear velocity arising from the current ( m s−1)

u∗cω Total wave and current friction velocity ( m s−1)

u∗ω Shear velocity arising from the wave ( m s−1)

z0 Bottom roughness parameter (m)

z0,bω Apparent bottom roughness parameter (m)

δω Thickness of the wave boundary layer (m)

ρ Water density ( kgm−3)

σω Intrinsic wave frequency (s−1)

τc Current-induced bed shear stress ( Nm−2)

τcω Total wave and current bed shear stress ( Nm−2)

τω Wave-induced bed shear stress ( Nm−2)

φcω Angle between wave and current directions (rd)

ω Wave frequency (s−1)
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study site

Separating the isle of Ushant from the Molène archipelago, the Fromveur

Strait has a width of 2 km and a mean water depth of 50 m. The seabed is

mainly composed of rock and gravel deposits, complemented by surrounding

sand in nearshore areas, and the presence of offshore sand banks of Ushant

and the Four [31]. Considered as one of the leading French tidal stream

sites, the Fromveur Strait is characterised by tidal ranges of up to 7 m

during spring conditions and strong tidal flows, with annual averaged and

maximum velocities of 1.5 and 4.0 m s−1, respectively [32] (Fig. 2). The sur-

rounding area is characterised by clockwise rotating currents as a result of

tidal wave propagation along the French Atlantic coast from the Bay of Bis-

cay in the south towards the English Channel in the north-east. The detailed

observation-based study conducted by Thiébaut et al. [33] highlighted fur-

thermore strong tidal flow asymmetry in the Strait, with (1) a northeastern

flood-dominated sector, and (2) a southward ebb dominated region separated

by a region of tidal flow symmetry. Whereas density stratification effects are

present in spring and summer due to the generation of offshore and nearshore

thermal fronts [18], there are minimal density effects on the tidal currents

within the Fromveur Strait itself [34]. Despite the shelter provided by the

isle of Ushant, the Strait experiences, due to current-induced refraction [34],

strong incoming waves from north-east and south-west directions, with aver-

age and maximum significant heights of around 1.5 and 5.0 m, respectively

[16] (e.g. Fig. 2b).

Power extraction from this site represents a promising alternative for
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Figure 2: Predicted maximum (a) spring depth-averaged current, and (b) significant wave

height over the period 2004-2011 in the Fromveur Strait [adapted from 16].

meeting electricity demand in the isles of Ushant and Molène, reducing re-

liance on a fossil fuel power station. The French government has thus re-

cently identified a restricted area of interest of 4 km2 for the implementation

of tidal stream arrays in the Strait (Fig. 1-b). Accordingly, the French com-

pany Sabella SAS is currently testing a horizontal axis tidal turbine known

as Sabella D10 in this area [35]. The device of 450 tonnes, deployed in 55

m water depth in the centre of the Strait, has a base of 20 m × 20 m along

horizontal dimensions, a height of 17 m, and a rotor diameter of 10 m [36].

Recently connected to the grid on the isle of Ushant, the tidal turbine aims

to achieve a rated power output of 0.5 MW.
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2.2. In-situ measurements

Available data used in this study consists of (1) current observations ac-

quired by the SHOM (“Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la

Marine”) in the Fromveur Strait (ADCP site) and (2) wave buoy measure-

ments from the French CANDHIS database (“Centre d’Archivage National

de Données de Houle In Situ”, Cerema) (Fig. 1-b and Table 1). Current

measurements were obtained with a 600 kHz RDI ADCP (Acoustic Doppler

Current Profiler) deployed in a mean water depth of 53 m during spring and

neap tidal conditions, from 19 March to 2 April 1993. The ADCP data are

available in 2 m bins distributed throughout the water column from 6 to 52

m below the free surface. Taking into account difficulties associated with ob-

servations of tidal currents in the Fromveur Strait, in-situ data acquired by

the SHOM constitute a unique opportunity to investigate the performance

of a tidal circulation model in this area. Nevertheless, the wave measure-

ments (November 2012) do not cover the same period as ADCP observations.

These two periods will thus be selected for evaluating model predictions in

the Fromveur Strait.

2.3. Numerical models

The numerical approach is based on the finite-element modelling system

TELEMAC (version 6p3) [37, 38] developed by the laboratory LNHE (“Lab-

oratoire National d’Hydraulique et Environnement”) of the French company

EDF (“Electricité De France”). The simulation of hydrodynamic processes

is based on the coupling between (1) the 3D circulation model TELEMAC

3D [39], and (2) the phase-averaged spectral wave model TOMAWAC [40].

Following methods adopted by Guillou and Chapalain [18] and Hashemi et
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al. [29] for computing wave and current interactions with TELEMAC, the

coupling procedure is restricted to (1) modifications of the wave field due to

time-varying water depths and currents, effects of (2) wave-driven currents,

and (3) enhanced bottom friction resulting from wave-current interactions

in the bottom boundary layer. The default versions of TELEMAC 3D and

TOMAWAC have been modified to integrate these three processes. The de-

scription of the numerical models focuses on these modifications.

2.3.1. TOMAWAC

TOMAWAC solves the evolution of the wave action densityN = E/(ρgσω),

where E is the directional spectrum of variance density, σω is the intrinsic fre-

quency, ρ is the water density, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. This

evolution is computed with the time-dependent spectral action balance equa-

tion [41], expressing the conservation of action density according to different

source and sink terms which generate, dissipate, or redistribute wave energy.

These terms include deep and shallow water processes such as wave growth by

wind, non-linear quadruplet and triad wave-wave interactions, energy dissipa-

tion by whitecapping, bottom friction, and depth-induced breaking. Parame-

terisations adopted for non-linear wave-wave interactions and depth-induced

breaking are taken from Guillou [42]. Energy dissipation by bottom friction

is evaluated with the empirical constant value of bottom-friction coefficient

suggested by Hasselmann et al. [43]. Wave growth by wind is described

by the exponential term proposed by Komen et al. [44], while wave energy

dissipation by whitecapping is formulated with the saturation-based model

of van der Westhuysen [45]. In the present investigation, TOMAWAC has

been modified to integrate an additional dissipation term based on van der
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Westhuysen [46], limiting over-prediction of wave height on negative current

gradients.

The numerical resolution is performed on a planar two-dimensional (2D)

domain, meshed by means of triangular finite elements. The frequency do-

main is discretised following a geometric progression, whereas the interval

of propagation direction is evenly distributed. The time-dependent spectral

action balance equation is solved with a fractional step method, in which

the convection and the source-sink term integration steps are solved suc-

cessively and separately [37, 40]. The propagation step is solved with the

method of characteristics, largely employed to process convection equations

[47], while the source and sink terms are integrated locally using a semi-

implicit scheme. Further details about the mathematical formulations and

the numerical schemes are available in the technical documentation [37].

2.3.2. TELEMAC 3D

TELEMAC 3D solves the continuity equation and the Reynolds-averaged

momentum equations, derived using the Boussinesq approximation and ver-

tical hydrostatic equilibrium. The flow is assumed to be turbulent over a

rough bottom, characterised by the roughness parameter z0, defined as the

height above the seabed at which the fluid velocity is zero. The horizontal

eddy viscosity is parameterised following Smagorinsky [48]. Vertical eddy

viscosity is simulated with the mixing length model proposed by Quetin [49],

corrected with the damping function introduced by Munk and Anderson [50].

The influence of wind is computed with the coefficient proposed by Flather

[51].

Wave-driven currents are simulated using radiation stress theory [12, 52],
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taking into account the excess flow of momentum due to the presence of waves

to calculate the total current. Whereas more complex approaches exist [53],

the method used here consists of adding wave-induced forces, considered

constant along the vertical, as source terms in the momentum equations [38].

In TOMAWAC, the driving force F = (Fx, Fy) is thus expressed as follows:

Fx = −
1

d

(

∂Sxx

∂x
+

∂Sxy

∂y

)

, (1)

Fy = −
1

d

(

∂Syy

∂y
+

∂Syx

∂x

)

(2)

where d is the total water depth and Si,j with (i, j) ∈ [x, y] are the different

components of the radiation stress tensor. The default version of TELEMAC

3D includes only steady-state driving forces. The hydrodynamic model has

thus been modified to integrate non-stationary forces in the calculation of

wave-driven currents.

A module has also been added to integrate enhancement of bottom fric-

tion felt by currents above the wave boundary layer, replacing the roughness

parameter z0 by the apparent bottom roughness parameter felt by the current

above the wave boundary layer z0b,ω. Wave effects on bottom roughness are

computed on the basis of the Signell et al.’s formulation [54], adapted from

the original theory of Grant and Madsen [11] on the interactions between

wave and current bottom boundary layers. Assuming a vertical logarithmic

velocity profile near the bottom, the apparent bottom roughness parameter

is thus expressed as

z0b,ω = δ|1−u∗c/u∗cω |
ω z

u∗c/u∗cω

0 (3)

where δω = 2κu∗cω/ω is the thickness of the wave boundary layer, κ is von

Karman’s constant (κ = 0.4), and ω is the wave frequency. The total wave
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and current friction velocity u∗cω =
√

τcω/ρ is computed from the wave and

current shear stresses, τω and τc, as

u∗cω = u∗ω

[

1 + 2

(

u∗c

u∗ω

)2

|cosφcω|+

(

u∗c

u∗ω

)4
]1/4

(4)

where φcω is the angle between wave and current directions, and u∗ω =
√

τω/ρ

and u∗c =
√

τc/ρ are the shear velocities arising from the current and the

wave, respectively. The shear velocity associated with waves is given by

u∗ω =
√

1/2fωUω, where fω is the wave friction factor evaluated with the

empirical relation proposed by Signell et al. [54], and Uω is the wave bottom

orbital velocity simulated by the wave propagation model. The shear velocity

arising from the current alone, u∗c, is finally computed assuming a vertical

logarithmic profile between z0b,ω and the first vertical grid cell above the bed.

The numerical resolution is performed on a 3D mesh made of prisms gen-

erated with a planar 2D domain composed of triangles duplicated along the

vertical, following a uniform σ-transformation. The basic algorithm is split

into three fractional steps [55]. The first step solves only the advection terms

in the momentum equations. The second step computes, from advected ve-

locities, new velocity components, taking into account diffusion and source

terms in the momentum equations. The third and final step computes the

total water depth from the depth-averaged continuity and momentum equa-

tions. Tidal flats are furthermore considered, applying a correction to free

surface gradients, which are equal to the bottom gradient in absence of wa-

ter and generates spurious terms in the momentum equations [39]. Further

details are available in the technical documentation [38].

The theoretical tidal stream energy per unit area (in Wm−2) is finally
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calculated by the following expression:

P =
1

2
ρu3 (5)

where u is the amplitude of the horizontal current component computed by

Telemac 3D.

2.4. Model setup

Models were set up on unstructured computational grids covering the

western extent of Brittany, and comprising 6929 nodes for TOMAWAC and

8293 nodes for TELEMAC 3D (Fig. 3). The size of triangular elements

extends from 10 km at the offshore boundaries to less than 50 m in the

Fromveur Strait. Whereas increased spatial resolutions may be achieved

in the area of interest to refine the approach of quantifying the available

tidal stream power, particularly contributions of sub-regional eddies [56], the

computational mesh retained here offers an attractive compromise between

resolving the major influence of waves on tidal currents and non-prohibitive

CPU resources. The bathymetry is derived from a compilation of different

databases, including (1) offshore: the large-scale database of Loubrieu [57]

covering the English Channel and the Bay of Biscay with a spatial resolution

of 1 km, (2) the Sea of Iroise: bathymetric surveys provided by the French

Navy SHOM and (3) the Molène-Ushant archipelago: the high-resolution

coverage established during the Litto3D project [58].

TOMAWAC was configured with 31 exponentially spaced frequencies,

ranging from 0.05 to 1 Hz, 15 evenly spaced directions, and a time step of 20

s. Hourly wind velocity components at 10 m above the free surface are pro-

vided at 0.2 o spatial resolution by the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
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a

b

#1#2

Figure 3: (a) Computational grids for (blue line) TELEMAC 3D and (red line)

TOMAWAC with locations of points #1 and #2. (b) Detailed view of the unstructured

computational grid in and around the Fromveur Strait.

Version 2 (CFSRv2) [59]. The wave model integrates variations of free-surface

elevation and depth-averaged currents predicted by TELEMAC 3D every 15

min. TOMAWAC is driven by JONSWAP wave spectra established on the

basis of integrated parameters of significant wave height, peak period, direc-

tion and spreading. These parameters are predicted along open boundaries

of the TOMAWAC computational domain by a regional run of WaveWatch

III (WWIII) over the north-eastern Atlantic ocean, at three hourly intervals

with a spatial resolution of 18 km, in the context of the IOWAGA project

(Integrated Ocean WAves for Geophysical and other Applications, Ifremer,

France) [60].
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TELEMAC 3D is implemented with 11 − σ vertical-grid cells following

previous numerical investigations of tidal flow in the Sea of Iroise [18, 61],

and a time step of 20 s. The bottom roughness associated with the sea bed

is determined, from the offshore extent of the isle of Ushant to the eastern

boundary, on the basis of the map established by Hamdi et al. [62] (Ifremer,

“Agence des Aires Marines Protégées”) and observations for different bottom

types compiled by Soulsby [63]. The offshore bottom roughness is set to a

uniform value of kn = 10.5 mm. Wind velocity components derive also from

CFSv2 at an hourly time step. Wave data are imposed at hourly intervals

at the scale of the TOMAWAC computational domain (Fig. 3), while zero

values are considered outside. The 3D hydrodynamic model is finally driven

by 13 major harmonic tidal constituents (K1, O1, P1, Q1, M2, S2, N2, K2,

M4, MS4, MN4, Mm, Mf ) derived from the TPXO7.2 database [64], which

has a spatial resolution of 0.25 o.

The modelling system was run during two periods: (1) November 2012

for assessment of TOMAWAC model performance and (2) March-April 1993

for evaluation of the TELEMAC 3D predictions. Effects of waves on tidal

stream power are evaluated with four numerical experiments entitled A to

D (Table 3). Experiment A neglects wave effects. Experiments B and C

integrate the influences of wave forces and enhanced bottom friction, respec-

tively. Experiment D incorporates combined effects. Numerical results of the

effects of waves on tidal currents are thus evaluated during the second period

with the standard statistical parameters of the mean absolute and relative

differences, DIFFabs = 1

n

∑i=n
i=1 |yi − xi| and DIFFrel = 1

n

∑i=n
i=1 (yi − xi),

the index of agreement RE [65], and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient R
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where n is the number of data in the discretised series considered, (xi) and

(yi) represent the two sets of observed and simulated data, respectively.

Table 3: List of numerical experiments retained for the evaluation of effects of waves on

tidal stream power.

Numerical Waves forces Waves enhanced

experiments bottom friction

A

B ✓

C ✓

D ✓ ✓

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evaluation of model predictions

3.1.1. Waves

The evaluation of wave model predictions is performed against in-situ

measurements of significant wave height Hs, peak wave period Tp, and mean

wave directions at the two wave buoys throughout November 2012 (Fig. 4).

Whereas waves experience significant inter-annual variability in the area of in-

terest [15, 42], the mean distribution of wave events at the shallow wave buoy

established from predictions over a eight-year period [16] (Fig. 5) demon-

strates that the observed data are representative of a wide range of waves

conditions at the measurement location. Generally, Hs was in the range 1-

2 m, while a storm event on 23 November led to values of significant wave
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Figure 4: Measured (black line) and TOMAWAC computed (red line) time series of sig-

nificant wave height, peak period and mean wave direction (anticlockwise convention from

the East) at wave buoys in November 2012.
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of wave events, established from predictions for the period 2004-

2011 [16], shown as significant wave height against peak wave period at the shallow wave

buoy. (b) Associated direction distribution.
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height in excess of 3 m. Model simulations at the two wave buoys reproduced

the temporal evolution of observed parameters, with statistical evaluations

of Hs and Tp in agreement with estimations reported by Boudière et al. [66]

at the deep water wave buoy (Table 4). Good agreement is thus obtained,

at this point, for the significant wave height, with indexes RE and R of 0.96

and 0.94, respectively. Increased differences between model and observations

are however obtained in peak period estimations. Nevertheless, indexes of

agreement RE remain over 0.81 at both measurement locations, indicating

no particular bias in wave predictions. Whereas numerical results at the deep

water wave buoy under-estimated semi-diurnal modulations induced by tidal

currents, the agreement between simulations and measurements improves at

the shallow water wave buoy, due to a reduction of tidal modulation in the

Fromveur Strait.

Table 4: Summary statistics for significant wave height Hs and peak period Tp at deep

and shallow water wave buoys in November 2012.

Wave Hs Tp

buoys DIFFabs (m) RE R DIFFabs (s) RE R

Deep wave buoy 0.30 0.96 0.94 1.13 0.84 0.78

Shallow wave buoy 0.34 0.92 0.92 1.37 0.81 0.70
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Wave model performance was further assessed over the period of cur-

rent measurements, by comparing predictions with WWIII numerical re-

sults, issued from the IOWAGA project [60], at point #1 (λ = 5.20 o W,

φ = 48.17 o N) located off the Ushant-Molène archipelago (Figs. 3 and 6).

WWIII was set up at the scale of the north-eastern Atlantic ocean on a com-

putational grid with a spatial resolution between 0.2 and 0.25 o. Whereas this

simulation integrates wind forcings from the CFSR reanalysis and variations

of free-surface elevations and depth-averaged currents [66], parameterisations

retained for wind wave generation and dissipation [67] show major differences

with the modelling setup of TOMAWAC in the present investigation. Never-

theless, WWIII simulations have been thoroughly assessed against a series of

in-situ observations and altimeter data in the area of interest [66, 67], promot-

ing the use of these simulations for further evaluation of TOMAWAC results

over the period of current measurements. Good agreement was obtained be-

tween TOMAWAC and WWIII simulations, despite some discrepancy in the

mean wave direction around the 27 March. TOMAWAC predictions are thus

considered sufficiently accurate for the evaluation of wave-induced variations

of the available tidal stream power in the Fromveur Strait.

3.1.2. Tidal stream power

Attention will be devoted to effects at 10 m above the bed as this cor-

responds to the operating height of horizontal axis turbines such as Sabella

D10 in the Strait. Predictions from the 3D circulation model in the absence

of waves (experiment A) are assessed against in-situ observations of tidal

stream power and current direction 10 m above the bed at the ADCP site

during March 1993 (Fig. 7). This vertical level is representative of tidal
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Figure 6: Time series of significant wave height, peak period, and mean wave direction

computed from TOMAWAC (red line) and WW3 (blue points) at point #1 in March-April

1993.
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kinetic energy extraction from the Sabella D10 device in the Fromveur Strait

(Section 2.1).

An overall good agreement is obtained between measurements and pre-

dictions of tidal stream power. Whereas simulations over-estimate south-

west directed current observations by 10− 15 % during storm events (24-25

March), numerical results reproduce well the spring-neap tidal modulations

of observed tidal stream power. Despite a slight deviation, simulated cur-

rent direction is consistent with in-situ measurements, reproducing abrupt

changes between south-west and north-east directed velocities.
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Figure 7: Measured (black line) and computed time series of tidal stream power and

current direction in the absence of waves (experiment A, blue line) 10 m above the bed

at the ADCP site in March 1993. Direction is displayed with an anticlockwise convention

from the East. A direction of 210 o corresponds to south-west directed currents, while a

direction of 30 o corresponds to north-eastern directed currents.
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3.2. The effect of waves on tidal kinetic energy

3.2.1. Local effects

Fig. 8 presents statistical parameters for predictions of tidal stream power

10 m above the bed for configurations A to D between 20 March, 00:00 UTC

and 30 March 1993, 00:00 UTC (Fig. 7). The inclusion of waves appears to

improve numerical simulations for the three configurations B (waves forces),

C (enhanced bottom friction) and D (combined effects). Whereas reduced

differences are obtained with the integration of waves forces (B), more signif-

icant effects appear under the influence of increased apparent bottom rough-

ness (C and D). The relative averaged difference in the reference configuration

A decreases from 3.5 % with wave-driven currents (experiment B), while it

is reduced by 17.5 % when interactions between wave and current bottom

boundary layers (experiment C) are included (Fig. 8-a). The combination

of waves forces and enhanced bottom friction (experiment D) results in the

best estimate of tidal stream power, with an index of agreement of 0.96 for

the period of comparison (Fig. 8-b).

Fig. 9 shows the temporal evolution at the ADCP site of differences in

predicted tidal stream power for configurations B, C and D with respect to

the reference configuration A. Wave-induced variations prevail during storm

conditions of 24 and 30 March 1993 (Fig. 6). These effects are exhibited

during times of peak tidal current amplitudes, leading to quarter-diurnal

variations of wave-induced modulations. The combined influence of wave

forces and enhanced bottom friction (experiment D) results in a maximum

reduction of tidal stream power of 1.0 kWm−2 on 24 March 1993. This 9 %

reduction of total kinetic energy is consistent with reductions reported by
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Hashemi et al. [29] of around 15 % for mean wave scenarios off the north-

west coast of Anglesey (UK).
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Figure 9: Time series of differences in predicted tidal stream power 10 m above the

bed at the ADCP site with respect to the reference configuration A (without waves)

for configurations B (green, waves forces), C (blue, enhanced bottom friction) and D (red,

combined effects). Negative values indicate a reduction in kinetic energy.

Inclusion of wave forces has less influence on tidal stream power than

enhanced bottom friction at the measurement point (Fig. 8). The peak tidal

stream power of 24 March 1993 is reduced by 0.49 kWm−2 with wave-driven

currents (experiment B), while it is reduced by 0.59 kWm−2 with enhanced

bottom friction (experiment C) (Fig. 9). This corresponds to an instanta-

neous reduction in kinetic energy of 4.4 and 5.3 %, respectively. The inclusion

of wave forces, however, contributes to a slight increase in tidal stream power

at times of slack water (Fig. 9), mainly because associated wave-driven cur-

rents modify the hydrodynamic flow field with noticeable effects during times
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of reduced tidal flow. Further, enhanced bottom friction appears to result in

a more pronounced reduction of tidal stream power for south-west directed

currents. This evolution is mainly attributed to the modulation of u∗cω (Eq.

4) by the angle between wave and current direction. At the measurement

point, | cosφcω| is increased for south-west directed currents, in comparison

with north-east directed currents. The total wave and current friction veloc-

ity is thus increased, resulting in enhanced bottom friction and a reduction

in near-bottom currents during this period. This process leads to a reduction

in the over-estimate of south-west directed current amplitude, as exhibited in

Fig. 10, improving numerical estimates of tidal stream power at 10 m above

the seabed.
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Figure 10: Measured (black line) and computed time series of tidal stream power and

current direction (anticlockwise convention from the East) without (experiment A, blue

line) and with (experiment D, red line) waves 10 m above the bed at the ADCP site in

March 1993.
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3.2.2. Synoptic effects

The spatial distribution of averaged simulated tidal stream power during

spring-neap tidal conditions of March 1993 (from 16 March, 16:55 UTC to

31 March, 15:35 UTC) (Fig. 11-a) appears consistent with estimates made

by Thiébaut and Sentchev [33] in the Fromveur Strait. Over the area identi-

fied for array implementation, mean kinetic energy during spring-neap tidal

conditions falls within the range 2−3 kWm−2, with noticeably strong values

(over 4 kWm−2) in the south-eastern part of this area. Whereas enhanced

bottom friction results in a global decrease of tidal stream power (Fig. 11-c),

wave forces are found to increase kinetic energy (1) in the nearshore exposed

areas of the isle of Ushant, and (2) along the south-eastern part of the Strait

(Fig. 11-b). Such localised increases in tidal stream power have also been

reported by Hashemi et al. [29]; the presence of wave forces leading to new

hydrodynamic current field in regions where there are strong gradients of

wave radiation stresses. However, the combined effects of wave forces and

enhanced bottom friction result in a reduction of available kinetic energy at

the scale of the area identified for tidal stream array implementation, partic-

ularly noticeable in the north-west of the region (Fig. 11-d). Tidal stream

power is thus found to decrease by 4 % in the north-western part of the

Strait, while reduced tidal stream power, restricted to 1 %, is obtained in

the south-eastern part of the Strait. Whereas these differences may appear

negligible with respect to uncertainty in model predictions in the area of in-

terest, they do demonstrate a slight tendency of waves to an increase in the

spatial gradient of mean available kinetic energy identified across the main

flow in the Fromveur Strait (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: (a) Averaged predicted tidal stream power 10 m above the bed during a neap-

spring tidal cycle of March 1993 (from 16 March, 16:55 UTC to 31 March, 15:35 UTC)

for the reference configuration A without waves. Relative differences with respect to these

reference predictions are shown for configurations with (b) waves forces, (c) enhanced

bottom friction, and (d) combined effects. Predictions are shown for mean water depths

over 20 m. Positives values indicate an increase of mean tidal stream power, while negative

values indicate reduced kinetic energy.
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3.3. Analysis for stationary offshore wave conditions

3.3.1. Scenarios selected

Further analysis of the model simulations was conducted, based on mean

and extreme wave conditions in the Sea of Iroise. Based on wave statistics

at point #2 (λ = 5.74 o W, φ = 48.13 o N) located at the western offshore

boundary of the TOMAWAC computational domain (Figs. 3 and 12), two

scenarios, entitled W1 and W2, were selected(Table 5). These configurations

correspond to mean and extreme wave conditions at point #2. Simulations

were performed for mean spring tidal conditions, resulting in averaged and

maximum tidal stream powers of 8 and 21 kWm−2, respectively, in the south-

eastern part of the Strait (Fig. 13). A mean south-westerly wind speed of

7.5 m s−1 was obtained from the analysis of wind climatology in the region of

interest. Whereas offshore stationary wave conditions are considered at the
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Figure 12: (a) Distribution of wave events, established from predictions for the period

2004-2011 [16], shown as significant wave height against peak wave period at the western

offshore boundary of the computational domain (point #2). (b) Associated direction

distribution.
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boundary for configurations W1 and W2, waves evolve within the computa-

tional domain, under the effects of tidal free-surface elevation and currents.

Table 5: Scenarios selected for the analysis in stationary offshore wave conditions. The

incoming wave direction is displayed with an anticlockwise convention convention from

the East.

Configuration Hs (m) Tp (s) Dir. ( o)

W1 2.6 11.0 171

W2 5.0 14.0 171
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Figure 13: Averaged and maximum predicted tidal stream power 10 m above the bed

during mean spring tidal conditions, neglecting wave effects.
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3.3.2. Detailed analysis

Fig. 14 shows differences in averaged predicted tidal stream power 10

m above the seabed during mean spring conditions for configuration W1.

The evolution of tidal stream potential presents globally similar patterns

to those identified previously (Fig. 11), confirming simulations established

during neap-spring conditions of March 1993. In order to gain further insights

regarding spatial differences obtained for wave forces and enhanced bottom

friction in Figs. 11 and 14, a refined analysis of model outputs was conducted

at times of peak flood and ebb currents in the Strait (Figs. 15 and 16).
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Figure 14: Differences in averaged predicted tidal stream power 10 m above the bed during

mean spring conditions for configuration W1 with (a) waves forces, (b) enhanced bottom

friction, and (c) combined effects.

Wave forces are found to increase kinetic energy 10 m above the seabed

along the south-eastern part of the Strait, while reducing tidal stream power

in the north-western region (Fig. 14-a). These differences are more specifi-

cally identified at time of peak ebb currents in the Strait (Fig. 15). During

this period, wave-driven currents are found to increase currents in the shallow

waters around shoals and islands. This results, in particular, in a stronger
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amplitude of depth-averaged currents on both sides of the ebb stream pass-

ing the Fromveur Strait. Current amplitude is, however, reduced in the ebb

stream. Whereas further observations are required, possible compensation

effects, by the model, of the flow passing the Strait may explain this spatial

distribution.
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Figure 15: (Top) Depth-averaged currents without waves and (bottom) differences in the

amplitude of depth-averaged currents by integrating the effects of waves forces in config-

uration W1 at time of ebb peak (T2) at the ADCP site, during mean spring conditions.

Positive and negative values account for increase and reduction of currents, respectively.

While enhanced bottom friction leads to a reduction in kinetic energy

in the area of interest, synoptic differences reveal slight increases in tidal

stream power ∼ 0.04 kWm−2 at the south-western and north-eastern limits
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of the Strait (Fig. 14-b). Synoptic representations of depth-averaged currents

during flood and ebb peaks (Fig. 16) exhibit a significant reduction of around

15 − 20 % of current amplitude in nearshore areas and shoals surrounding

the isle of Molène. Such effects are consistent with estimations performed

by Guillou and Chapalain [13] in the southern Dover Strait during storm

conditions. Reduction of current amplitude is, however, restricted to 2 % in
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Figure 16: (Top) Depth-averaged currents without waves and (bottom) differences in the

amplitude of depth-averaged currents by integrating the effects of enhanced bottom friction

in configuration W1 at times of flood (T1) and ebb (T2) peaks at the ADCP site, during

mean spring conditions.
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the deeper waters of the Fromveur Strait. In the Strait, the current amplitude

is reduced in exposed areas where the tidal currents act in the same direction

as wave propagation, amplifying combined wave and current shear stress

(Eq. 4) and the associated apparent bottom roughness (Eq. 3). These areas

correspond to the north-western part of the Strait during flood, and the

south-eastern part during ebb (Fig. 16). As noted for the influence of wave

forces, compensation effects of the flow through the Strait may explain the

slight increase in stream power obtained in Fig. 14.

3.3.3. Evolution of tidal stream power

Although wave forces are found to slightly increase tidal stream power

by 1− 2 % in the south-eastern part of the area that has been identified for

array implementation, the global tendency is a reduction of kinetic energy 10

m above the bed. Over the planned tidal stream array, the averaged value

of predicted mean tidal kinetic power during mean spring conditions is thus

reduced, under combined wave effects (experiment D), by 2.0 % and 12 % for

mean and extreme wave conditions, respectively (Fig. 17). This reduction

may reach 15.2 % of the averaged value of maximum tidal stream power over

the area identified for array implementation, for extreme wave conditions

(configuration W2) and combined waves effects (experiment D). These esti-

mates are consistent with Hashemi et al. [29], who reported a reduction of up

to 15 % and 20 % for mean and extreme winter wave scenarios, respectively,

at the Skerries tidal stream site in the Irish Sea. Whereas local comparison at

the ADCP site shows stronger effects of enhanced bottom friction than wave

forces (Fig. 8), the global assessment at the scale of the region of interest

exhibits more significant reduction due to wave-driven currents. During ex-
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treme wave conditions (configuration W2), the mean kinetic energy over the

planned stream array is thus reduced by 7.8 % with wave forces, compared

to a reduction of 5.3 % with enhanced bottom friction. These differences cor-

respond to 11.2 and 6.5 % of the maximum available tidal stream potential.

This is mainly attributed to a more significant attenuation of kinetic energy

by inclusion of wave forces in the north-western part of the region of interest

(Fig. 14-a).
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Figure 17: (a) Predicted mean and maximum tidal stream power averaged over the area

identified for array implementation during mean spring conditions without waves (config-

uration A). Evolution of averaged (blue) mean and (red) maximum tidal stream power for

configurations B (wave forces), C (enhanced friction) and D (combined effects) and wave

conditions derived from cases (b) W1 and (c) W2.
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4. Conclusions

The 3D tidal circulation model TELEMAC 3D, coupled with the wave

propagation model TOMAWAC, has been applied to a region off western

Brittany to investigate and evaluate effects of (1) wave-induced forces and

(2) enhanced bottom friction resulting from wave-current interaction in the

bottom boundary layer on available tidal kinetic energy in the Fromveur

Strait. Numerical results have been compared with a series of in-situ mea-

surements of significant wave height, peak wave period, mean wave direction,

along with data on current amplitude and direction at 10 m above the seabed.

The main outcomes of the present study are as follows.

1. Inclusion of wave effects in the 3D tidal model improves simulations of

tidal stream power 10 m above the seabed, and reduces peak kinetic

energy by up to 9 % at the measurement site during storm conditions.

2. Waves appear to increase the spatial gradient of available mean stream

power across the Fromveur Strait, resulting in a slightly stronger re-

duction of kinetic energy in the north-western region than in the south-

eastern region of the Strait.

3. Wave radiation stresses were found to increase kinetic energy along

the south-eastern part of the Strait, while concurrently reducing tidal

stream power in the north-western part of the Strait. Despite a slight

increase in simulated tidal stream power, enhanced bottom friction acts

to reduce kinetic energy in the Strait. At the scale of the planned tidal

stream array, extreme wave conditions lead to a reduction of maximum

available spring tidal stream potential by 11.2 and 6.5 % for wave forces

and enhanced bottom friction, respectively. Combined effects lead to a
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reduction of tidal stream power by 15.2 %.

Whereas further investigations may be required to assess 3D model predic-

tions in comparison with depth-averaged simulations, improvements of nu-

merical results may also be reached with (1) refined approaches of current-

induced modulations of waves in the Strait and (2) better definition of bottom

friction. Nevertheless, the present investigation provides interesting insights

into the effects of waves on the available kinetic energy within the Fromveur

Strait; of noticeable interest for potential developers of tidal energy convert-

ers in this region. Refined quantification of wave effects would benefit from

extended concurrent measurements of waves and tidal currents in the Strait,

in particular in areas where a decrease/increase of stream power was iden-

tified by the present numerical modelling work. Over a longer time period,

improved numerical modelling could be used to help analyse the inter-annual

and inter-seasonal variabilities of tidal kinetic energy induced by waves in the

Fromveur Strait.
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